
COMMUNITY SOUNDING BOARD
PROJECT UPDATE

June 2020

Welcome to our online update! 

• Choose your phone or computer speakers/microphone for audio. If you use your 
phone, be sure to mute your computer speakers to prevent sound feedback when 
you speak.

• Everyone will be muted at the start of the call and when not speaking.

• If you experience technical difficulties, call or text Ray and he will get to you as 
soon as possible. Thanks!
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Agenda
6:00 – Welcome
6:10 – EIS Project Schedule Update
6:20 – Reflecting on CSB input to date
• Recreation uses
• Visual simulation viewpoints
• Alternatives update

7:20 – What to expect in the EIS and in future meetings 
• What will be in the EIS?
• CSB activity moving forward?

7:40 – Upcoming CSB schedule and topics
7:50 – Public comment
8:00 – Adjourn 
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Using Zoom
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Project Process Map 
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Reflecting on CSB Input to Date

Recreation uses, Visual simulation viewpoints, Alternatives update
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Recreation
Input from June 2019 CSB meeting 
will be summarized in the EIS
Provides baseline information or 
“existing conditions” for recreation 
use in the study area
Provides insight into potential 
changes in recreation from the 
project 
Input from CSB and survey of 
recreationists will be considered 
during the decision-making process
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Recreation Assumptions in the EIS
Boating

Non-motorized boating assumed for all alternatives 
Motorized boating not supported 
Hand-carried boat launch established in Marathon Park with 
decontamination station 
Decontamination station would be provided at Tumwater Historic Park

Fishing
Fishing assumed for all alternatives 
Fishing pier at Interpretive Park (near I-5) would be rebuilt
Decontamination station would be provided 
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Recreation Assumptions in the EIS
Swimming 

Swimming facilities are not included under any alternative 
This is consistent with CLAMP stakeholder and community coordination
Point and non-point discharges, periodic spills (oil, sewage), and other 
factors make Capitol Lake unsuitable for swimming
• Factors would not change as a result of the project  
• Thurston County Public Health has not changed their position on suitability

Project actions to improve water quality and ecological functions would 
promote conditions that may be conducive to swimming
Swimming facilities could be constructed and operated in the future if 
water quality conditions allowed
• Stakeholder interest and separate environmental review would be required 
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Visual Simulation Locations
CSB top recommendations = 2, 3, 6, 
and Marathon Park 
EIS will include visual simulations for 
locations 2, 3, and 6
High and low tides will be simulated for 
North Basin (3) and Middle Basin (6)
EIS will include photographs of 
Marathon Park and South Basin and 
will describe anticipated visual change 
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Why is the EIS Evaluating a Saltwater Reflecting Pool 
for the Hybrid Alternative? 

To maintain a reasonable flushing rate for water quality, 30 – 38 million 
gallons of water would be needed every day
• 5 times the daily municipal water use in Olympia

Reclaimed water from LOTT is already allocated – not feasible
Water rights for groundwater are not guaranteed – unknown feasibility
• Would require aquifer drawdown test to evaluate potential impairment to 

groundwater rights upstream and effects to surface water higher in the system
• Would require public interest test to evaluate public benefit versus potential 

impacts

These tests would have to be completed to determine feasibility
• Increasing project budget with potential demonstration of infeasibility
• Even if concept is found to be feasible, there is no known jurisdictional support 

for swimming
• Therefore, additional feasibility tests will not be conducted as part of the EIS
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EIS Expectations

Content, CSB Role
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What Will Be in the EIS? 

Project objectives (purpose and need)
Description of the proposed alternatives
• Figures 
• Text descriptions

Description of features common to all alternatives
Description of features unique to each alternative
Existing conditions or “affected environment” for each 
potentially affected resource 
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What Will Be In the EIS? (continued)

• Sediment transport and 
geomorphology

• Water resources
• Wetlands and vegetation
• Fish and wildlife
• Sea level rise and climate 

change
• Air quality and odor

• Land use, shorelines and 
recreation

• Historic and cultural resources
• Visual quality
• Environmental health
• Transportation
• Public services and utilities
• Economics

Impacts and benefits common to all alternatives
Comparison of impacts and benefits unique to each alternative 
Potential planning-level mitigation measures to offset impacts
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What is Pre-Decisional Information?

Pre-decisional information:
• Modeling
• Field work
• Technical analyses 
• Draft documents
• Other data 

This information may eventually contribute to a project decision –
like selection of a preferred alternative 
Pre-decisional information cannot be shared:
• Protect integrity of the EIS process
• Avoid reaching conclusions without all relevant information 
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What Else Will Be in the EIS? 

Process to screen concepts and alternatives
Anticipated construction means and methods
Planning-level cost estimates for build alternatives 
Cumulative impacts
Summary of coordination with Work Groups and Community Sounding 
Board, and other public involvement efforts 
Required permits and approvals
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Round Robin – What Lingering Questions About the 
EIS Do You Have?

Please remember to focus on questions, rather 
than positional statements about the process
Remember the answer may be “that will be in 
the EIS” 
Carrie/Tessa may offer factual corrections
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CSB Activity Moving Forward?

Potentially 2 meetings before Draft EIS, if CSB 
has interest
Meetings will mostly provide updates
We will also reach out if opportunities for 
further feedback arise
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Potential Future Meeting Topics

Review of modeling methodology (optional – based 
on past feedback)
Are there other methodologies you would like to 
know more about?
Discussion of EIS outreach activities (How can you 
help ensure the public participates during the EIS 
comment period?)
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Questions?
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Public comments
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Thank you!
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